AND WE’RE LIVE
COVID-19’s continued disruption of real-world routine has
propelled the uptake of virtual-world solutions. As more
of our daily life, work, school and leisure time takes place
at home, people are exploring new ways to communicate.
Live online content is a compelling alternative to in-person
interaction. It’s a new and effective way to connect
colleagues, friends and family, learn a new skill, secure
advice from a trusted hairdresser or receive a doctor’s
consult.
As live video in particular continues to gain momentum,
let’s explore the medium and the rich opportunities it
presents for brands on social media.

WHAT DOES LIVE MEAN TODAY?
1. THE STATE OF LIVE
Research by the Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB)1
in 2018 had already identified a growing demand for
live video worldwide. 67% of consumers were said to
have livestreamed on any device or platform, with this
percentage increasing to 90% in the MENA region.
Globally, live content is mostly accessed on mobile, but
Smart TV, video streaming devices, gaming console and
PC or laptop are bigger in terms of total view time spent.
Most live content consumers identify social platforms
as their go-to streaming destinations, followed by digital
streaming subscriptions.
The top seven content type(s) people typically livestream are:
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2. LIVE CONTENT SURGED DURING
LOCKDOWN
Around the world, isolation measures in response to the
COVID-19 outbreak dramatically accelerated the growth of
live video. In China, over 60% of the population participated in
livestreaming video2, while Italy observed a 100% increase in
traffic to Facebook and Instagram Live3. In the USA, Instagram
Live usage grew by 70% in the first month of lockdown4, while

Facebook and YouTube livestreams increased by nearly 40%
and 20% respectively in the first two weeks5.
Live is increasingly being adopted in all kinds of environments.
The gaming live-stream industry grew by 45% between
March and April6. Videoconferencing services surged, with
Zoom usage up by 151% from the previous year, and Microsoft
Teams more than doubling its daily active users compared
to November 20197. The music and entertainment industries
have gone all out, with the rise of livestreamed concerts (such
as ‘One World: Together at Home’), cloud party concepts8
and China’s new TV genre of cloud reality shows9. Sports
fans have been able to experience new event formats like
the Tour of Flanders cycling livestream event10 (with over
600k viewers) or the ‘Stay at Home Slam’ tennis event on
Facebook gaming.
Tech platforms have been quick to respond to the growing
popularity of livestream activities by updating and refining
their offerings:
• LinkedIn launches ‘LinkedIn Virtual Events’.
• Facebook makes livestreaming more accessible and
appealing by allowing users without an account to stream,
and expanding its ‘Stars’ monetization feature to musicians
and cultural institutions.
• Soundcloud and Twitch partner up to monetize livestream
concerts.
• Instagram allows creators to extend the life of live content on
IGTV and adds new monetization tools for IG Live, making
it easier for content creators to tag brands or sponsors11.

WHAT DOES LIVE MEAN FOR SOCIAL?
Despite high attention volumes and enhanced functionality of the livestream experience, only 35%
of marketers have officially integrated live video into their social media strategies12. Here’s what the
rest are missing out on:
1. HIGH ENGAGEMENT
On average, watch time for live video is eight times longer
than that of video on-demand13. Facebook Live videos
reportedly achieve three times the engagement of native
feed video posts on social media14. According to LinkedIn,
live video results in seven times more reactions and 24
times more comments than other videos by the same
content creator15.
2. LIVE SOCIAL COMMERCE
Facebook has introduced shopping features for the
Facebook and Instagram live platforms, as part of the

launch of Shops, its new ecommerce offering. Brands,
content creators and influencers will soon be able to tag
products and services when they livestream, enabling
viewers to shop live content directly.
3. THE POWER OF GAMEFLUENCERS
As live gaming and eSports audiences continue to grow,
popular streamers are reaping the benefits of heightened
fame. Major platforms continually jostle to attract top
personalities and their loyal fanbases of millions of viewers.
In 2019 Facebook Gaming’s total hours watched grew
by 210%, driven by deals with high profile streamers like
Disguise Toast and Corrina Kopf 16. Mixer, Microsoft’s nowdefunct gaming platform, reportedly paid between 20 and
30 million dollars for an exclusivity deal with streaming
superstar Ninja. The appeal extends to top brands, who
are also recognizing the potential in collaborating with
gaming livestreamers. For example, Red Bull’s partnership
with Ninja generated 235 million interactions on branded
content in the first six months of 201917.

A brief history of live video
11/1999
Former US president Bill
Clinton is the fi rst to hold a
presidential webcast
2009-2010
YouTube tests livestreaming with U2
concert and Q&A with Obama

Live terminology
• Live broadcast (analogue) = live audio and/or video that can
be accessed by tuning into the right frequency (i.e. radio or TV)
• Livestreaming = sharing/receiving audio and/or video in real-time
through the internet
• Live broadcast (online) = nowadays used in the same context as
livestreaming but is in theory a more active and engaging experience.
• Streaming = sharing/receiving audio and/or video online without
downloading it first
• Video conference = a live online connection where every
participant plays an active role in the communication.
• Web conference = live online conference
• Live webcast = a non-interactive web conference in a one-tomany format
• Live webinar = an interactive web conference in one-to-few format

06/2011
Justin.tv acquired by Amazon
and relaunched as Twitch
01/2016
Launch of Beam
04/2016
YouTube introduces 360 Live
07/2016
Facebook integrates
live into its VR app
12/2016
Facebook also rolls out 360 Live

11/1994
The Rolling Stones are the
fi rst popular band to share
a 20-minute live video
performance
2007
Launch of Justin.tv, the fi rst
online video broadcast platform
04/2011
Launch of YouTube Live
03/2015
Twitter introduces
livestreaming app Persicope
04/2016
Launch of Facebook Live

11/2016
Launch of Instagram Live
05/2017
Beam relaunches as Mixer
under new owner Microsoft

2019
Livestream commerce takes
off in China

02/2019
LinkedIn introduces LinkedIn Live
03/2020
Livestream content booms
due to COVID-19 crisis
05/2020
Instagram adds monetization
features to livestreams

OPPORTUNITIES FOR BRANDS
Given that potential customer audiences are more drawn to live video than other social formats18, wellexecuted live content offers rich opportunity for brands to enhance their presence on social media.
1. I NTERACT WITH CUSTOMERS
IN REAL-TIME
Live content allows brands to create exciting or exclusive
real-time experiences with immediate audience response
that creates live dialogue. This real-time interaction is
one of livestreaming’s most appealing features, and a top
drawcard for audiences who love the medium19. Brands can
also share company updates, hot takes on industry news
or new product and service announcements, and respond
directly to questions and comments, whilst gathering
valuable audience insights.

3. LET THE AUDIENCE TAKE THE WHEEL
Live interaction gives brands the opportunity
to give more control to their audiences and let them
request, influence and participate in content. This
empowers businesses to deliver content of true value
to consumers and can result in powerful insights to fuel
future communication strategy. This approach is especially
effective when targeting Gen Z audiences, who are known
to ignore irrelevant content and prefer to be more active
contributors to brand experiences.

2. HUMANISE YOUR BRAND
90% of consumers say that brand authenticity
is key to winning them over20 and authenticity is what sets
live content apart from standard online interaction. The
immediacy of the live environment lends itself to a more
human and transparent communication style, with room for
improvisation and direct audience dialogue. It’s a chance
to show customers what makes the brand unique from the
inside out. Invite the audience into parts of the business
they don’t usually see, introduce them to engaging staff
personalities, host live demos or create direct Q&A access
to company leadership and experts.

Porsche let its audience unveil the new Formula E
car through an interactive game on popular livestreaming platform Twitch. A great case study in
building hype and through real-time engagement.

Formula E Unlocked by Porsche

Live beauty consultations by Glossier
With its customer base under home confinement
due to COVID-19, DTC beauty brand Glossier turned
to live content with the launch of Glossier Live Edit.
Viewers could ask beauty-related questions and
share their personal product experiences with
Glossier experts in real-time consultation.

4. COLLABORATE WITH LIVESTREAM
INFLUENCERS
Globally, 25% of livestreamers typically like
to watch online influencers go live, with the figure rising
to 38% in China21 . In reality, this number is even higher
because the data does not reflect gaming and eSports
livestreams where influencers have a massive impact.
During the COVID-19 crisis, many brands worked with
influencers as a way to stay connected to audiences
and unify communities. A Gamesight study22 found that
in March and April 2020, sponsored content on Twitch
increased and generated higher viewer engagement.
Live influencer collaborations extended to several platforms.
For example, Vogue NL hosted daily Instagram livestreams with
known fashion personalities in their #StayatHomewithVogue
series and Chipotle invited celebrities to join live “Chipotle
Together” sessions on Zoom.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR BRANDS
5. G
 ET READY FOR LIVESTREAM
E-COMMERCE
E-commerce thrived in the wake of COVID-19
as physical retailers were forced to suspend
activity in many markets. Now that companies and
customers are accustomed to online trade, fueling sales
through social is even more important to the marketing
mix. Forbes23 adds that “strengthening the link to social
media, in a time of social selling is imperative.”
Livestream commerce is the latest trend in social selling,
driven by huge success in China, where brand stores or
so-called Key Opinion Leaders (KOLs) select and promote
products in real-time. Viya, one of China’s most popular
KOLs, hosted livestream shopping nights with around
37 million viewers, reportedly generating $5.6 million
in sales in April24. E-commerce players like Alibaba are
active in the space, as are major Chinese social platforms
including WeChat, Weibo and Douyin (TikTok). Livestream
commerce is expected to take off in western markets as
well, evidenced by Facebook’s recent addition of shopping
features to livestream content and Amazon’s introduction
of Amazon Live last year.

6. VR AND AR FOR IMMERSIVE
EXPERIENCES
VR and AR technologies have been in the market
for a while, but their potential remains largely
untapped by brands. Again, thanks to COVID-19 energizing
new experimentation with digital, brands are increasingly
exploring immersive technologies for live experiences.
Fashion brand Lanvin hosted a cloud fashion show, using VR
to offer viewers a virtual front-row seat and inviting influencers
to livestream the show with behind-the-scenes content. In
addition, fashion fanatics could access a virtual shopping
experience which enabled instant purchase through social
media25. Asics applied live VR to PR, sending out Oculus
Quest headsets to journalists with an invitation to participate
in a virtual shoe launch, including an interactive game that
highlighted the shoe features26.

CONCLUSION
The live video space has been gaining momentum in 2016 but is now swiftly accelerating
thanks to a surge of attention and innovation in 2020’s unprecedented times. As people
continue to spend more time at home and online, live video enables brands to maintain
connection to their audiences through interaction and community, when effectively
executed as part of a wholistic social strategy. A range of marketing efforts can be
supported through live online experiences, from new product launches to driving
consideration to sales and customer service, all in an authentic, transparent, and engaging
way. The space is growing from strength to strength with exciting new developments
livestream commerce, VR and AR bringing increasingly fertile opportunity.
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